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Little Hearts



CONSTRUCTION:
Appliqued Blocks: Using the heart pattern trace
18 hearts on to fusible webbing. Cut webbing
slightly larger than drawn image. Fuse and cut
out 4 hearts from pink dots, 4 from green dots, 4
from orange dots, 3 from yellow and 3 from aqua
dot fabric. Center and fuse the 18 hearts to the
6-1/2” royal blue background squares. Machine
applique around shapes.

Sewing Blocks and Rows Together: Lay out your
blocks 5 across by 7 down, referring to color
photo for placement of blocks. Sew 5 blocks to-
gether for each row. Sew all 5 rows together to
form center of quilt.

1st Borders: Sew the (2) 1-1/4” x 42-1/2” strips of
yellow dot fabric to sides of quilt and sew the (2)
1-1/4” x 32” strips of yellow dot fabric to top and
bottom of quilt.

2nd and 3rd Borders: Sew (1) 1-3/4” x 32” yellow-
pink and orange stripe fabric strip (1st border)  to
(1) 4” x 32” blue ladybug strip (2nd border) for top
and bottom of quilt.  Do this twice.  Sew (1) 1-3/4”
x 44” strip and (1) 4” x 44” strip for the sides of
quilt. Do this twice. Sew the sewn 2nd and 3rd bor-
der strips (5-1/4” x 44”) to each side of the quilt
making sure that the yellow pink and orange
stripe fabric is sewn next to the yellow dot fabric.
Refer to color photo. Sew (1) 5-1/4” corner post
to each end of the remaining 2nd and 3rd border
top and bottom strips. Sew these strips to the top
and bottom of the quilt.

Finishing: Layer quilt top, batting and quilt back
together and machine or hand quilt.Sew binding
strips together and bind quilt. ©2003 Cranston® Print Works Company
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Little Hearts Quilt
Design by Kristi Parry & Kari Pearson

Pattern Level: Beginner

SUPPLIES NEEDED:
Background Squares for Hearts: 3/4 yard royal blue dot fabric.

Gardening Patchwork Block: 3/4 yard of gardening
patchwork fabric.

Heart Appliques: 1/4 yard each of pink, orange, yellow,
green and aqua dot fabrics.

2nd and 3rd Border Corner Post: 1/4 yard of lime green
ladybug fabric.

1st Border: 1/4 yard of yellow dot fabric.

2nd Border: 1/3 yard of yellow pink and orange stripe
fabric.

3rd Border: 3/4 yard blue ladybugs.

Backing: 2-1/2 yards gardening patchwork fabric.

Binding: 1/2 yard red and pink wavy stripe fabric.

Notions: 1-1/2 yards light fusible webbing, thread to match
appliques, purchased batting.

CUTTING:
Background Squares for Heart Appliques: Cut (18) 6-1/2”
x 6-1/2” squares from royal blue dot fabric.

Gardening Patchwork Block: Cut (17) 6-1/2” x 6-1/2”
squares from gardening patchwork fabric.

1st Border: Cut (2) 1-1/4” x 42-1/2” strips of yellow dot
fabric for sides and cut (2) 1-1/4” x 32" strips of yellow dot
fabric for top and bottom of quilt.

2nd Border: Cut (2) 1-3/4” x 32” strips of yellow pink and
orange stripe fabric for top and bottom of quilt and cut (2)
1-3/4” x 44” strips of yellow pink and orange stripe fabric
for sides of quilt.

3rd Border: Cut (2) 4" x 32" strips of blue ladybug fabric
for top and bottom of quilt and cut (2) 4” x 44” strips of
blue ladybug fabric for sides of quilt.

2nd and 3rd Border Corner Posts: Cut (4) 5-1/4” x 5-1/4”
squares of lime green ladybug fabric.

Binding: Cut (5) 2-1/2” x 42" strips of fabric from red and
pink wavy stripe fabric.


